INTRODUCTION
A classifier plays a significant role in data analysis and pattern recognition. It can be defined as a function that assigns a class label to instances based on a set of attributes by a classification task, of which patterns of data are learned from the dataset of labeled instances. Thus, the induction of a classifier is an important problem in the field of pattern recognition, machine learning and data mining.
Naive Bayesian classifier can be considered as one of the most effective classifiers in the sense that it often works quite well in practice [1] . It has been widely applied for resolving different practical problems [2] [3] [4] . This classifier learns the conditional probability of each attribute given the class label. Classification is then performed by selecting the class with the highest posterior probability of the class given the particular instance that is computed by the Bayes rule. This computation is made based on a strong assumption that all the attributes of the instance are conditionally independent. Although naive Bayesian classifier has a competitive performance, other classifiers have been developed for better performance by relaxing the restrictive assumption since it may not be realistic in practical cases. This motivates the development of Bayesian network classifiers.
Bayesian network is a probabilistic model that describes a set of attributes and their conditional dependences by using a directed acyclic graph. In such a graph, each node represents an attribute and directed edges represent conditional dependences between attributes. When an instance described by a set of attributes is classified, a Bayesian network classifier considers the conditional dependences between attributes. As a result, Bayesian network classifier has been used in a wide range of applications [5] [6] [7] [8] . Despite an improved idea and a better classification performance, Bayesian network classifier has a number of limitations. When classifying an instance, the classifier provides the best choice among all existing classes based on the highest posterior probability, but in some case, the instance may not be similar to any of the existing classes. In other words, the instance likely represents a new class rather than one of the existing classes. For example, when classification of trajectories is performed for online learning human motion patterns (HMPs), a current trajectory may be quite different from any existing HMP class thus should be regarded as a new HMP class. If a basic Bayesian network classifier is used, the current trajectory would be incorrectly classified to an existing HMP class with the highest probability. Thus, we intend to provide a solution to this problem.
In this paper, we propose a new self-growing Bayesian network classifier for online learning HMPs by classifying current trajectories. A set of recorded historical trajectories are first labeled by using an unsupervised clustering method. The process of designing the proposed classifier can be then described as building a probability model for learning each existing HMP based on the labeled historical trajectories in each class. When current trajectories are constantly obtained from the dynamically changing environment, each of them is classified into an existing HMP class or being considered as a new HMP class. By passing each classified trajectory to the previous set of labeled trajectories, parameters of the probability model are accordingly recalculated and the proposed classifier is self-grown which can represent the updated existing HMPs and new born HMPs in an online manner. Thus, in the process of performing classification, the proposed classifier not only has traditional function of a classifier for classifying the current trajectory to the most similar HMP class but also is capable of detecting new HMP class when the current trajectory is quite different from all existing HMP classes. A set of real-world experiments are presented to test the performance of the self-growing Bayesian network classifier for online learning HMP classes. The results show that the proposed classifier is effective for both updating existing HMP classes and detecting new HMP classes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the generalized framework for online learning of HMP classes is presented. Section III introduces the proposed self-growing Bayesian network classifier. Section IV depicts the results of a set of real-world experiments performed by the proposed classifier. In Section V, the whole paper is concluded and future research work is discussed.
II. GENERALIZED FRAMEWORK FOR ONLINE LEARNING OF HUMAN MOTION PATTERNS
The generalized framework for online learning of HMP classes consists of four main functions: (1) Trajectory Formation; (2) Trajectory Clustering; (3) HMP Learning; (4) Trajectory Classification; as depicted in Figure 1 . Human trajectories are extracted from the video in Trajectory Formation module, in which many methods for human detection and tracking can be used. Here, we choose a method of using foreground extraction and model-fitting in a single frame and data association across frames [9, 10] for our purpose. Based on extracted trajectories, the whole online learning process of HMP classes can be separated into two stages: HMP Learning and Update of HMP. In the stage of HMP Learning, the derived historical trajectories are first clustered in Trajectory Clustering module, by using a constrained gravitational clustering approach which was presented in our previous research work [11] . Based on the obtained labeled trajectories, a self-growing Bayesian network classifier is built and HMP classes are learned and described by a probability model in Motion Pattern Learning module.
The stage of Update of HMP is an iterative process which is automatically performed once a current trajectory is derived. In Trajectory Classification module, the current trajectory is first classified into a HMP class by the selfgrowing Bayesian network classifier. With the current trajectory changing to be a labeled trajectory, parameters of the classifier are recalculated based on the updated labeled trajectories dataset. The mean vector and the prior probability of each HMP class are also updated. Thus, all the HMP classes can be online learned according to the dynamic change in the environment.
III. SELF-GROWING BAYESIAN NETWORK CLASSIFIER
Based on the generalized framework described in Section II, the focus of the online learning of HMP classes is the self-growing Bayesian network classifier. In this section, we discuss the details of the proposed classifier through the following specifications of attributes of interest for classification, structure of the classifier, and learning of the classifier.
A. Attributes of Interest for Classification
For representing a human trajectory, we consider spatial location, velocity and change of heading angle as attributes of interest when classifying current trajectories. We define a feature vector to incorporate these attributes of interest, which aims to describe the motion characteristic of human. Let T k denotes the feature vector of the k th human trajectory. Based on the attributes of interest we consider here, T k is given as:
where
) denotes the origin of the trajectory, and
) denotes the destination of the trajectory. Since there are different velocity value at each time step, v m (k) and v d (k) denote the mean and the standard deviation of velocity value at all time steps of the trajectory, respectively. c (k) denotes the curvature of trajectory. n l (k) and n r (k) denote the number of time steps of turning left and right when compared with the moving direction at the previous time step, respectively.
B. Structure of the Classifier
The self-growing Bayesian network classifier is designed based on a matching mechanism between the current trajectory and each HMP class and a decision function operated on the corresponding matching results, as depicted in Figure 2 .
When matching the current trajectory with each HMP class, the difference and the similarity between the current trajectory and the HMP class are respectively measured in hierarchical levels. A negative operator first decides whether the trajectory is sufficiently different from the HMP class to be a negative case of the HMP class, meaning that the trajectory does not belong to the HMP class. If the trajectory is not regarded as a negative case of the HMP class by the negative operator, a positive operator further calculates a likelihood value for that the trajectory belongs to the HMP class. The matching mechanism generates the results of measuring difference and similarity between the trajectory and each HMP class, respectively. A decision function is finally used to assign a class label of HMP for the current trajectory. 
C. Learning of the Classifier
For the negative operator in the classifier, we proposed a function NC(T k , C i ) for judging whether the current trajectory T k is a negative case of the HMP class C i . NC(T k , C i ) can take the form of a step function or a Gaussian function. For example, the step function form of NC(T k , C i ) is given as:
where D(T k , C i ) is the Euclidean distance between T k and the centroid of C i which is represented by the mean vector of all trajectories in C i , and D (B) is a boundary distance which refers that two feature vectors are likely to fall into the same class only when D(T k , C i ) is less than or equals to D (B) . Thus, when
, the function NC(T k , C i ) returns "1" that means the trajectory T k is a negative case of the HMP class C i .
The criterion for determining D (B) is based on the distance distribution of all pairs of labeled trajectories which is give as:
where D max_freq and D min_freq are the distance values respectively corresponding to the first local maximal and minimal frequency values in the distance distribution as depicted in Figure 3 . For the positive operator in the classifier, we use a tree-augmented naive Bayesian (TAN) network proposed in [12] to capture conditional dependences between attributes in the feature vector of human trajectory mentioned in Section III.A. Since it is NP-complete to find all the conditional dependences between attributes in the feature vector to build a complete Bayesian network, some restriction is necessary to make the idea of Bayesian network applicable in solving practical problems. TAN network is a kind of Bayesian network that assumes each attribute has conditional dependence on at most one other attribute in the feature vector. The use of TAN network results in a balance between improving the performance of naive Bayesian classifier and simplifying the NP-complete problem of searching all the conditional dependences to be efficiently resolvable. The algorithmic steps of learning TAN network for representing correlations between attributes in the feature vector of human trajectory are given as:
Step 1: Compute mutual information I(A j , A k ) between each pair of attributes (A j , A k ) (j k) in the feature vector, where
In our problem, we assume each attribute in the feature vector is a Gaussian, so i C jk | ) ( ρ means the correlation coefficient between A j and A k given the HMP class C i . P(C i ) is prior probability of C i , and m is the number of all existing HMP classes.
Step 2: Build a complete undirected graph in which each node is an attribute in the feature vector and the weight of each edge is the value of mutual information computed in Step 1.
Step 3: Find a maximum weighted spanning tree of the built complete graph.
Step 4: Transform the obtained undirected spanning tree to a directed one by randomly choosing a root node and setting the direction of all edges away from the root.
Based on the learned TAN network, the joint probability distribution function over the whole feature vector T k of the human trajectory given the HMP class C i can be written as: 
where P(C i ) is the prior probability of C i which is calculated as the ratio of the number of trajectories in the HMP class C i and the number of all labeled trajectories. After performing the negative and positive operators for each HMP class C i , we proposed a decision function CL(T k ) for generating the class label of HMP for the current trajectory T k which is given as:
. (7) IV. EXPERIMENT In this section, we demonstrate how the proposed classifier works for online learning HMP classes. The scenario of the experiment is based on people walking freely in a shopping mall as shown in Figure 4 , which is a representative scenario of many generic real-world environments. There are several entrances and exits to the scene as depicted: entrance/exit '1' connects to more shops; entrances/exit '2' connects to neighboring buildings; entrance/exit '3' connects to up/down escalators. A background-fixed video was taken for the scenario and a total of 326 human trajectories were accordingly extracted as shown in Figure 5 , in which red curves and green curves represent bi-directional trajectories between each pair of entrance and exit. 1  51  9  2  4  56  3  2  58  4  41  19  5  20  40  6  45  15  7  28  32  8  11  49  9  58  2  10  40  20  11  46  14  12  59  1  13  58  2  14  56  4  15  58  2  16  59  1  17  59  1  18  59  1  19  48  12  20  45  15  Average  description  42.35  17.65 In order to simulate and test the online learning process of HMPs based on the proposed classifier, we separate all 326 human trajectories into two groups. We randomly select 266 extracted trajectories as historical trajectories for building the proposed classifier, and regard the remaining 60 trajectories as current trajectories for performing classification and updating HMPs. For evaluation of the robustness of the proposed classifier, we perform 20 experiments by randomly separating all extracted human trajectories to group the datasets of historical trajectories and current trajectories, respectively. In order to test the special property of the proposed classifier that to be superior to traditional classifiers in detecting new classes, we avoid that testing current trajectories all come from the existing HMPs. The description of current trajectories for classification which are used in total 20 experiments is depicted in Table I . It can be seen that there are current trajectories from new HMPs in each experiment and in some experiments even more current trajectories are from new HMPs than existing HMPs. On average, nearly 30% current trajectories are from new HMPs which is a reasonable proportion for testing the performance of detecting new HMPs of the proposed classifier. Since all 326 human trajectories are obtained from a dynamically changing environment in which no prior knowledge of HMPs is available, no objectively correct information of HMP class label for each trajectory can be derived. In order to analyze the accuracy of the proposed classifier, we first perform Trajectory Clustering for labeling human trajectories, and the corresponding class label information of the human trajectories are used as a referenced truth for comparison with the classification results by the proposed classifier. The analysis of classification results of current trajectories by the proposed classifier is given in Table II . Among 60 current trajectories in each experiment for testing the classifier, we could see that there is no incorrect classification when the classifier has the best performance and 12 current trajectories are incorrectly classified when the classifier has the worst performance. Globally observing the results of all 20 experiments, the proposed classifier could obtain 94.08% accuracy rate in average when classifying the current trajectory into some existing HMP class or developing it as a new HMP class. For illustration purpose, a successful case and a failed case of classification are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 , respectively. As shown in Figure 6 , the blue curve depicts a current trajectory which is successfully considered as a new HMP by the proposed classifier rather than incorrectly classified to the most similar existing HMP which is represented by the red curve. The circles label the destination information of the classified trajectory and the HMP. The green curves show the corresponding historical trajectories in the HMP, and it can be clearly seen that they are quite different from the current trajectory. However, the proposed classifier may fail in some boundary case, as depicted in Figure 7 . The blue curve represents a current trajectory which should be reasonably classified to an existing HMP shown as the red curve since the current trajectory is quite similar to some labeled historical trajectories in the HMP represented by the green curves, while the proposed classifier regards the current trajectory as a negative case of the similar existing HMP because of a relatively large distance between them. Thus, a better measurement of difference between the current trajectory and the HMP in the negative operator need be explored that would improve the performance of the proposed classifier. The circles also label the corresponding destination information.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new self-growing Bayesian network classifier for online learning HMPs in dynamically changing environments. The proposed classifier is built for describing HMPs based on a set of labeled trajectories obtained from unsupervised clustering process, and used for assigning the class label of HMP to current trajectories. The proposed classifier is then rebuilt based on the augmented dataset of labeled trajectories and all HMP classes are accordingly updated. The main advantage of this new self-growing Bayesian network classifier concentrates on that the classifier can not only classify the current trajectory into an existing HMP class with the highest similarity score but also assign a new class label to the current trajectory when it is quite different with all existing HMP classes. A set of real-world experiments are performed for online learning HMPs in a dynamically changing environment in which the performance of the self-growing Bayesian network classifier is tested. The results show that proper classification of current trajectories are obtained by using the proposed classifier, based on which both existing HMPs and new HMPs can be effectively online learned according to the dynamic change in the environment. Based on the generalized online learning framework of HMPs by using the proposed classifier, our future research will focus on two issues: (1) to improve the online learning of HMPs more efficiently and accurately; (2) to investigate human behavior prediction based on the online learned HMPs.
